Abstract-In order to enhance efficiency of intrusion detection in the Mobile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET), an intrusion prediction method based on intelligent immune threshold matching algorithm was presented. Using a dynamic load-balancing algorithm, wireless network data packet was distributed to a set of analysis subsystem by the balance subsystem; it could avoid packet loss and false negatives in high-performance wireless network with handling heavy traffic loads in real-time. In addition, adopting the dynamic threshold value, which was generated from variable network speed, the mature antibody could better match the antigen of the database subsystem, and consequently the accuracy of detection was increased. Experiment shows this intrusion detection method has relatively low false positive rate and false negative rate, so it effectively resolves the shortage of intrusion detection in MANET.
I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile Ad hoc NETwork (MANET) is becoming more and more widely implemented in the industry [1] [2] [3] . A large number of mobile nodes can be deployed in an ad hoc fashion to form a MANET for many civil and military applications [4] [5] . However, considering the fact that MANET is popular among critical mission applications, network security is of vital importance.
Unfortunately, the open medium and remote distribution of MANET make it vulnerable to various types of attacks. For example, due to the nodes' lack of physical protection, malicious attackers can easily capture and compromise nodes to achieve attacks. In particular, considering the fact that most routing protocols in MANETs assume that every node in the network behaves cooperatively with other nodes and presumably not malicious [6] ; attackers can easily compromise MANETs by inserting malicious or noncooperative nodes into the network. Furthermore, because of MANET's distributed architecture and changing topology, a traditional centralized monitoring technique is no longer feasible in MANETs. In such case, it is crucial to develop an intrusion-detection system (IDS) specially designed for MANETs. Many research efforts have been devoted to such research topic [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Paper [13] puts forward a method based on intelligent immune to improve efficiency for intrusion prediction, this method is quoted to resolve intrusion detection in this paper, it obtains relatively low false positive rate and false negative rat.
Intrusion detection implies how effectively an intruder can be detected by the MANET. Obviously, sooner the intruder can be detected, better is the intrusion detection capability of the MANET. In the extreme, the intruder can be detected immediately after it enters the field of interest, which is densely deployed with mobile nodes and has full sensing coverage.
While these existing methods can obtain a high detection rate (DR), they often suffer from a relatively high false alarm rate (FAR) and false negative rate (FNR), which wastes a great deal of manpower. Meanwhile, their computational complexities are also oppressively high, which limits their applications in practice. In this paper, we adopt an intelligent immune threshold matching algorithm, if the bites of continuous matching between the antibody and the antigen are greater than or equal to threshold m, which can be dynamic adjusted in order to enhance detection performance, the antibody and the antigen are matching. In addition, we adopt a dynamic load-balancing algorithm, which can avoid packet loss and false negatives in high-performance network with handling heavy traffic loads in real-time.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Section II we describe the intrusion detection model. In Section III we introduce our dynamic load-balancing algorithm. In Section IV we present intelligent immune threshold matching algorithm. In Section V we finish experiments analysis about our method. The conclusion is presented in Section VI. Because MANET IDS frequently have problems with handling heavy traffic loads in real-time, which result in packet loss and false negatives [14] , in a configured IDS node, we mend the balance-paralleling architecture of paper [14] and combine intelligent immune method to enhance the efficiency of intrusion detection, this architecture (as shown in Fig. 1 ) is made up from four subsystem: a balance subsystem, a set of analysis subsystem, an antigen database subsystem, and a detecting result notice subsystem.
II. INTRUSION DETECTION MODEL
• Balance subsystem: is responsible for collecting wireless network packets and forwarding these packets to subsequent analysis subsystem. It aggregates the incoming traffic load to multiple analysis subsystem, and carries out load balancing between a number of analysis subsystem to base on a dynamic load-balancing algorithm (namely dynamic least load first algorithm), which divides the data stream based on the current value of each analysis subsystem's Load function. The incoming data packets, which belonged to a new session, are forwarded to the analysis subsystem that has least load currently.
• Analysis subsystem: it uses intelligent immune threshold matching algorithm to detect intrusion incident.
• Antigen database subsystem: it uses to store the antigen, which contain the feature of intrusion incident.
• Detecting result notice subsystem: it uses to classify that network packets are normal or anomalous by the bites of continuous matching between the antigen of antigen database and the antibody that is generated from analysis subsystem. 
III. DYNAMIC LOAD-BALANCING ALGORITHM
In order to avoid packet loss and false negatives in high-performance wireless network with handling heavy traffic loads in real-time, a dynamic load-balancing algorithm is used in the balance subsystem. This algorithm is described below:
Where the number of analysis subsystem is N, analysis subsystem's Load functions is 
Based on a lot of experimental results and analyses, we may suggest a set of weight coefficients are 3 .
. However, the same parameter may have different impact on Load function value in different network traffic environments. For example, the number of sessions would have more impact in FTP traffic environments than in HTTP traffic environments, because an FTP session would be likely to last longer and have more loads than a HTTP session. Hence, we can adjust the weight coefficients to optimize the dynamic load-balancing algorithm based on specific network traffic environments.
Using the dynamic load-balancing algorithm, the data stream on the high-speed wireless network link is divided into several smaller streams that are fed into a number of different, paralleling analysis subsystems. Each analysis subsystem is only responsible for a subset of all detectable intrusion scenarios and can therefore manage to process the incoming volume in real-time. 
Where Ag denotes the binary character string, whose length is l, it is obtained by extracting features (namely the feature of network packet of IP address, port number and protocol type) of IP message through the analysis subsystem. Self set is normal network services transaction, and nonself set is illegal activity or network attack.
Definition 2. The antibody and the antigen: In immunity, antibody is classified three types [15] , namely immature antibody, mature antibody and memory antibody. Antibody cell set is
Where d denote antibody, its length is l of the binary character string, age denotes the age of antibody, count denotes the count of affinity of antibody, and N denotes the set of natural numbers.
Immature antibody is the antibody of nonself tolerance:
( ρ is matching threshold), this set is mature immune antibody set.
, namely memory immune antibody set, it is generated by evolving from active mature antibody. Where m is threshold, 1 denotes match, and 0 denotes no-match, l is the length of character string.
Intelligent immune threshold matching algorithm
If the match bits are equal or greater than threshold m,
, the detecting result notice subsystem divides that this network visit is anomalous.
In the process of detecting of the analysis subsystem, if the network speed, which the balancer allocates to the analysis subsystem based on dynamic load-balancing algorithm, is slower, threshold value m will be increased to restrain matching speed, it will make that generated mature antibody can more correctly match the antigen of antigen database subsystem, thus detecting accuracy will be enhanced. When the wireless network speed increases, m will be decreased; it will make generating mature antibody more quickly, this algorithm is shown as follow:
Where t denotes time, m denotes the threshold value m of t time; v t denotes the network speed of t time, n denotes the amount of self set, function int(z) denotes computing integer part of z.
Generating mature immune antibody set Tb 1) Initialization:
, ρ denotes TTL (Time To Live) of antibody.
3) Generating dynamic memory immune antibody set
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V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A. Empirical Datum
The detecting is performed based on the system calls data. Table I summarizes the different data sets and program. Intrusions were taken from public advisories posted on the internet. The processes involved are Login, Ps, Xlock, Inetd, Stide, Named and Ftp and intrusions types include buffer overflows, symbolic link attacks, Trojan agents, etc. To validate our method, extensive detecting was also performed based on the data sets collected from the computer network system of our own lab. Several normal and abnormal Http and Ftp system call sequences are collected. The "attacker" and the "victim" consist of denial of service, symbolic link, symbolic, trojanized login, trojanized ps and buffer overflow, etc. 
B. Experiment Analysis
4) Fixed value of threshold m
When threshold m is fixed, in our experiment, m=10, m=15, m=20, m=25, m=30, FPR and FPR are shown as in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 . Finding from experiment, when m is lesser (n<20), FPR and FNR are higher. FPR and FNR gradually become smaller with m gradually increase, the reason is that the maturity of antibody gradually increase so that detection precision also gradually increase. When m=20, detection precision reaches optimum, but when m continuously becomes larger (n>20), FPR and FNR gradually become higher, the reason is that computing complex gradually increase.
5) Variable value of threshold m
When threshold m is variable, m is generated based on formula (4). Using two weeks, we repeat same experiment. In comparing between fixed m=20 (optimum value of above experiment) and variable m, FPR and FPR are shown as in Fig.4 , here m-Va denotes m-Variable. Because threshold m better adapts variation of network speed, it leads to increase the efficiency of processing data packets, thus variable value of threshold m is better than fixed one. 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Intrusion detection technology clears the way for possible real time response to hostile intrusions to computer network systems, and provides a powerful guarantee, which effectively prevents farther harm for MANET. In this paper, an intrusion detection method based on intelligent immune threshold matching algorithm is presented, this method takes on better realtime detection and relatively low false positive rate and false negative rat, and thus it has an extensive worthiness of applications and theories in network security field.
